PRODUCT SAFETY NOTICE

3 x 6 Combination Ladder

IMPORTANT: Screwfix would like to draw all customers’ attention to vital safety features of this ladder, in order to avoid risk of serious injury.

MACALLISTER 3x6 COMBINATION LADDER – SKU Code 6758P – Barcode 3663602910459.


(1) Ensure the bottom stabiliser bar is fitted correctly before any use.

A: When used in “A-frame” mode:
(2) Ensure top rung is located fully into the top brackets;
(3) Open the ladder to ensure that the two sections are spread fully;
(4) Insert the blue locking bars into the corresponding holes and tighten.

B: When used in “Stairway” mode:
(2) Ensure the desired rung is located fully into the top brackets;
(3) Open the ladder to ensure that the two sections are spread fully;
(4) Insert the blue locking bars into the corresponding holes and tighten.

Failure to follow this set up could result in collapse of the ladder and possible serious injury. If your ladder does not have the blue locking bars or the bottom stabiliser bar, do not use it.

Please return it to your local Screwfix Trade Counter where you will be given a refund to the full value of your purchase, or alternatively telephone the Screwfix Contact Centre on 03330 112 112 for collection and a full refund.

Thank you in advance for your co-operation in this matter and if you have any queries or concerns on the above, please do contact us.